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Imperfect Women
"Bind Up the Testimony"--a collection of essays from a colloquium held at Wheaton College in 2013. It brings together a
variety of evangelical responses to the differing conclusions of mainstream and conservative scholars regarding the
authorship and dating of the book of Isaiah.

The Tibetan Book of the Dead
It's 1994 and the unexpected events of summer promise to be as hot as the heat itself in Chatham, New Mexico for identical
twin brothers Ransom and Harley Lawson. One is being groomed to lead by birthright in the Immortals MC while the other
will challenge that generations-old rule for the greater good and survival of the club and their brotherhood. Inseparable
since birth, the brothers have never let anything or anyone come between them until a returning ex-con club member and
the arrival of a beautiful stranger cause their worlds to shift and their priorities right along with them.Fed up with her
grandfather's autocratic behavior, eighteen-year-old Willamina "Billy" Stanton rebels and flees from Santa Barbara. She
heads to Chatham in the hopes of finally meeting her estranged father when she stumbles into Immortals territory, and into
the arms of a lethal, green-eyed biker. For Ransom, she is everything his twenty-two-year-old heart will ever desire, even
more than the title of "Prez". However, his loyalty to Harley and the club come first- a fact that he's continuously reminded
of as his twin embarks on a dangerous path Love blooms while deceit is planted and loyalties are tested. From the
vineyards of Southern California to the southwest of New Mexico, The Ties That Bind is the first book in a three-installment
series spanning over two decades.IF YOU ARE NOT A FAN OF MULTILAYERED STORY ARCS FEATURING MULTIPLE
CHARACTERS, THEN THIS MAY NOT BE THE STORY/ SERIES FOR YOU.PLEASE READ THE DISCLAIMERS BELOW.MUST BE 18+
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TO READ. WARNINGS: CONTAINS A CLIFFHANGER!!! THIS BOOK CONTAINS STEAMY/EXPLICIT LOVE SCENES, STRONG
SEXUAL CONTENT, GRAPHIC VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT, AND COARSE LANGUAGE!!! IT IS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR
THOSE WHO ARE EASILY OFFENDED.

Everyday Angel (3 book bind-up)
Geralt the Witcher -- revered and hated -- holds the line against the monsters plaguing humanity in this collection of
adventures in the New York Times bestselling series that inspired the Netflix show and the hit video games. Geralt is a
Witcher, a man whose magic powers, enhanced by long training and a mysterious elixir, have made him a brilliant fighter
and a merciless assassin. Yet he is no ordinary murderer: his targets are the multifarious monsters and vile fiends that
ravage the land and attack the innocent. But not everything monstrous-looking is evil and not everything fair is good. . .and
in every fairy tale there is a grain of truth. The Last Wish story collection is the perfect introduction to a one of a kind
fantasy world. And look out for The Tower of Fools, book one of Andrzej Sapkowski's Hussite Trilogy, coming in October
2020!

Thicker Than Blood
Can true love survive acts of manipulation? Gabriella King, a tall, lithe blonde is a talented painter and a fantastic tennis
player. Gabby is by most people's standard beautiful. She is the only daughter of a wealthy, prominent Texas rancher and
has finally found her true love, Brett Matthews, a former tennis pro, now ranch hand. He agrees to be the father to her
unborn child. However, life takes on unexpected challenges when Gabby's stepbrother, Stan, comes to the ranch to
rehabilitate from an accident. Stan uses his position to create a wedge of mistrust between the lovers. As Stan fights for
Gabby's affection, will he get tangled in the threads he dangles? With lessons learned from her past, Gabby strives to
determine her future. But by finding her inner strength to save herself, can she also throw a lifeline to save Stan? The Hitch:
knots that bind is a story that portrays the sense of loss that leads to depression and also explores the quick downward
spiral of addiction. The ending is sure to surprise and one that will restore your faith in relationships and love. This is the
third book in The Knot Series of contemporary women's fiction that gives a voice to issues that are frequently hushed.
Dealing with a sexual assault, The Trinity Knot: releasing the knot of silence was the first book (published April, 2018) and
has been recognized as a Distinguished Favorite in the 2018 New York City Big Book Awards. The second book in the series,
The Zeppelin Bend: unraveling the knot of deception (published in October, 2018) reveals the tumultuous emotions a
woman faces when dealing with an unintended pregnancy.

The Mark of Shame
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Instant National Bestseller! Wall Street Journal and USA Today Bestseller! Three-time New York Times bestseller Adam
Carolla is back to take on social media, social justice warriors, and a society gone to s**t. As seen on Fox News's Fox &
Friends! “As the revolution reaches its final, most humorless stage, there’s no better, braver, or more insightful observer
than Adam Carolla. You may feel despondent about what’s happening right now. This book will remind you that you should
also be amused.”—Tucker Carlson In I’m Your Emotional Support Animal, Adam Carolla examines how our culture went
careening off a cliff. We used to have one that created real warriors who fought world wars. Now it spawns social justice
warriors who fight Twitter wars. He takes on those who are traumatized by Trump and “emotional support animal” owners
who proclaim their victimhood at every airport. He stands up for the collateral damage of the #MeToo movement and for
freedom of speech on “safe space” filled college campuses. Examining the calculated commercials churned out by Madison
Avenue, like the ones about cars “made with love,” Carolla rants on ads designed to either bum us out or make us think the
corporation is run by Mr. Rogers. Turning to social media, Adam takes down the “hashtag heroes” who signal their virtue
daily from atop Twitter mountain. And in the era of the Roomba, performances by dead celebrity holograms, and meals-ondemand delivery services, he looks down the road at our not-so-bright future as a species. “Adam and I agree on absolutely
nothing but he’s a sharp, smart, funny guy to disagree with. And there’s a human heart under all the gruffness, snark, and
melted cheese.”—Patton Oswalt Frank, funny, and utterly unapologetic, this is not a book for those who need a trigger
warning, but is THE book for everyone who wants to hit the snooze bar on the “woke” culture.

Bind
"In this book, Stephen P. Hinshaw examines the long-standing tendency to stigmatize those with mental illness. He also
provides practical, multilevel strategies for overcoming this serious problem, including enlightened social policies that
encourage contact with those afflicted, media coverage emphasizing their underlying humanity, family education, and
responsive treatment."--Jacket.

The Binding
In We Are the Weather, Jonathan Safran Foer explores the central global dilemma of our time in a surprising, deeply
personal, and urgent new way. Some people reject the fact, overwhelmingly supported by scientists, that our planet is
warming because of human activity. But do those of us who accept the reality of human-caused climate change truly
believe it? If we did, surely we would be roused to act on what we know. Will future generations distinguish between those
who didn’t believe in the science of global warming and those who said they accepted the science but failed to change their
lives in response? The task of saving the planet will involve a great reckoning with ourselves—with our all-too-human
reluctance to sacrifice immediate comfort for the sake of the future. We have, he reveals, turned our planet into a farm for
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growing animal products, and the consequences are catastrophic. Only collective action will save our home and way of life.
And it all starts with what we eat—and don’t eat—for breakfast.

Understanding Girls with AD/HD
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Schwab, three enchanting novels about a quirky and clever guardian
angel, and the girls she's sent to help, in one irresistible volume. Aria is a guardian angel. She can use her shadow like a
door, to travel from place to place. She can dream things into existence. And she can see when certain people need help.
She must find and guide three different girls - Gabby, Caroline and Mikayla - through each of their problems to earn her
wings. But helping these girls is no easy feat, even for someone with magic powers. Things like friendship and family are a
lot trickier than Aria might have guessed. Still, she's up for the challenge Meet a magical girl like no other, from an author
like no other, in this one-of-a-kind collection.

DNS and BIND
This text covers the 9.1.0 and 8.2.3 versions of BIND as well as the older 4.9 version. There's also more extensive coverage
of NOTIFY, IPv6 forward and reverse mapping, transaction signatures, and the DNS Security Extensions.

Ties That Bind
"A stunning, dark novel about who women want to be and the reality of who they are.” —Samantha Downing, author of His
Lovely Wife From the author of Our Kind of Cruelty comes an enthralling, irresistible novel of psychological suspense about
three women and the destructive power of buried secrets. When Nancy Hennessy is murdered, she leaves behind two best
friends, an adoring husband and daughter, and a secret lover whose identity she took to the grave. Nancy was gorgeous,
wealthy, and cherished by those who knew her—from the outside, her life was perfect. But as the investigation into her
death flounders and her friends Eleanor and Mary wrestle with their grief, dark details surface that reveal how little they
knew their friend, each other, and maybe even themselves. A gripping, immersive novel about impossible expectations and
secrets that fester and become lethal, Imperfect Women unfolds through the perspectives of three fascinating women.
Their enduring, complex friendship is the knot the reader must untangle to answer the question Who killed Nancy?
Imperfect Women explores guilt and retribution, love and betrayal, and the compromises we make that alter our lives
irrevocably. With the wickedly sharp insights and finely tuned suspense that has drawn comparisons to Patricia Highsmith
and Paula Hawkins, Araminta Hall returns with another page-turning, thought-provoking tour de force.
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The triple bind of single-parent families
Citing the pivotal role of a father in a daughter's psychological, physical, and spiritual health, a national speaker on teen
issues identifies and describes ten virtues that the author believes can be effectively emulated by today's fathers to
promote healthy father-daughter relations and overall well-being in young women. Reprint.

The Home Edit
"Families are riddled with untold secrets. But Stephen Hinshaw would have never thought that in his family a profound
secret had been kept under lock and key for 18 years. From the moment his father revealed his long history with mental
illness and involuntary hospitalizations, Hinshaw knew his life would be changed forever. Hinshaw calls his father's reveal
"psychological birth"--after years of experiencing the ups and downs of his father's illness without knowing it existed,
watching him disappear for weeks at a time only to return as the loving father he had always known, everything he
experienced as a child began to make sense. He learned as much as possible about his father's illness, and what began as
an exploration into his father's past and mental health turned into a full-fledged career as a clinical psychologist. In Another
Kind of Madness, Hinshaw explores the burden of living in a family "loaded" with mental illness and debunks the "stigma"
behind it, explaining that in today's society, mental health problems can result in a loss of a driver's license, inability to vote
or run for office, ineligibility for jury service, or automatic relinquishment of child custody. With a moving personal narrative
and shocking facts about how America views mental health conditions in the 21st century, Another Kind of Madness is a
passionate call to arms regarding the importance of destigmatizing mental illness"--

The 48 Laws of Power
Christy Williams never imagined that a stolen Hemingway first edition would lead her back to the sister she left fifteen years
ago. But when things begin to unravel, she finds herself on May's doorstep, fearing for her life.

The ADHD Explosion and Today's Push for Performance
Although an increasing number of girls are diagnosed with ADHD every year, most of the focus of parent and teacher
interventions has been on boys, leaving girls with ADHD frustrated and prone to acting out. Written by two professionals
who have "been there and done that" with their own children with ADHD, Raising Girls with ADHD provides expert
information to empower parents to make decisions about identification, treatment options, behavioral strategies,
personal/social adjustment, educational impact, and many other issues from preschool through high school. These girls'
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struggles with socialization and peer acceptance, executive functioning skills like memory and organization, and emotional
well-being and self-confidence are discussed with a goal of maximizing strengths and providing supports for weaknesses.
Complete self-reflection surveys and action steps for parents and girls alike are included to create a dynamic action plan for
your daughter's success in school and beyond.

Princess Ponies Bind-up Books 1-3
A ground-breaking book on the needs and issues of girls with attentional problems: why they are often undiagnosed, how
they are different from boys, and what their special needs are in school, in their social world and at home. Age-related
checklists from pre-school to high school help parents and professionals better identify and help girls with AD/HD.

ADHD
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for
anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have
distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli,
Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter
Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law,
though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of
Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Raising Girls with ADHD
Examines the hidden crisis confronting modern girls as they struggle with conflicting goals--being traditional girls,
competing with the boys, and dealing with a world without role models--and offers a series of innovative solutions to the
problem.

The Merchant of Venice
I'm Your Emotional Support Animal
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Available Open Access under CC-BY-NC licence. Single parents face a triple bind of inadequate resources, employment, and
policies, which in combination further complicate their lives. This book - multi-disciplinary and comparative in design shows evidence from over 40 countries, along with detailed case studies of Sweden, Iceland, Scotland, and the UK. It covers
aspects of well-being that include poverty, good quality jobs, the middle class, wealth, health, children’s development and
performance in school, and reflects on social justice. Leading international scholars challenge our current understanding of
what works and draw policy lessons on how to improve the well-being of single parents and their children.

Immunobiology
The Tibetan Book of the Dead is one of the texts that, according to legend, Padma-Sambhava was compelled to hide during
his visit to Tibet in the late 8th century. The guru hid his books in stones, lakes, and pillars because the Tibetans of that day
and age were somehow unprepared for their teachings. Now, in the form of the ever-popular Tibetan Book of the Dead,
these teachings are constantly being discovered and rediscovered by Western readers of many different backgrounds--a
phenomenon which began in 1927 with Oxford's first edition of Dr. Evans-Wentz's landmark volume. While it is traditionally
used as a mortuary text, to be read or recited in the presence of a dead or dying person, this book--which relates the whole
experience of death and rebirth in three intermediate states of being--was originally understood as a guide not only for the
dead but also for the living. As a contribution to the science of death and dying--not to mention the belief in life after death,
or the belief in rebirth--The Tibetan Book of the Dead is unique among the sacred texts of the world, for its socio-cultural
influence in this regard is without comparison. This fourth edition features a new foreword, afterword, and suggested
further reading list by Donald S. Lopez, author of Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan Buddhism and the West. Lopez traces the
whole history of the late Evans-Wentz's three earlier editions of this book, fully considering the work of contributors to
previous editions (C. G. Jung among them), the sections that were added by Evans-Wentz along the way, the questions
surrounding the book's translation, and finally the volume's profound importance in engendering both popular and
academic interest in the religion and culture of Tibet. Another key theme that Lopez addresses is the changing nature of
this book's audience--from the prewar theosophists to the beat poets to the hippies to contemporary exponents of the
hospice movement--and what these audiences have found (or sought) in its very old pages.

Princess Ponies 1: A Magical Friend
A comic look at contemporary New York follows Flip, a struggling actor; his boyfriend Warren, a psychic with a trust fund;
and Flip's sister Rosie, a union organizer, who cope with the unique pressures of the trendy AllAmerican life. A first novel.

Molecular Biology of the Cell
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Immunobiology tells the story of the immune system. The book covers all of the material that comprises a typical
immunology course. The Fifth Edition is an extensive revision which includes new material and major insights, improved
logical progression of topics, and an emphasis on unifying principles. With clear, concise text and a full-color art program,
this book continues to set the standard for a current and authoritative immunology textbook. Copyright © Libri GmbH. All
rights reserved.

Lore
From the #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Darkest Minds comes a sweepingly ambitious, high-octane tale of
power, destiny, love, and redemption. Every seven years, the Agon begins. As punishment for a past rebellion, nine Greek
gods are forced to walk the earth as mortals. They are hunted by the descendants of ancient bloodlines, all eager to kill a
god and seize their divine power and immortality. Long ago, Lore Perseous fled that brutal world, turning her back on the
hunt’s promises of eternal glory after her family was murdered by a rival line. For years she's pushed away any thought of
revenge against the man—now a god—responsible for their deaths. Yet as the next hunt dawns over New York City, two
participants seek her out: Castor, a childhood friend Lore believed to be dead, and Athena, one of the last of the original
gods, now gravely wounded. The goddess offers an alliance against their mutual enemy and a way to leave the Agon
behind forever. But Lore's decision to rejoin the hunt, binding her fate to Athena's, will come at a deadly cost—and it may
not be enough to stop the rise of a new god with the power to bring humanity to its knees.

The Ties That Bind
Faced with the potentially overwhelming loss of her family s fortune, Lara Bertrand turns to the one man who can help her,
the gorgeous and powerful Connor Donovan. She knows he s dangerous to her on every level. Only desperation would drive
her to make such a risky proposition. After all, she knows all about his ruthless nature and relentless determination to
succeed. When the classy, elegant Lara walks into his office with an outrageous proposal, Connor is stunned and more than
a little intrigued. Ever since he first met her, he s been attracted to the cool beauty, but she s more than kept her distance.
Connor is absolutely willing to help her out for a price. He not only wants her hand in marriage, but also her total submissive
surrender."

Book Design Made Simple
Offers instructions on folding, gluing, and sewing handmade books in a variety of shapes and styles.
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Strong Fathers, Strong Daughters
One of the nation's foremost experts on teens reveals the silent crisis that faces girls today--what Hinshaw calls the Triple
Bind--and offers innovative and workable solutions.

Another Kind of Madness
Emmett Farmer is working in the fields when a letter arrives summoning him to begin an apprenticeship. He will work for a
book binder, a vocation that arouses fear, superstition and prejudice - but one neither he nor his parents can afford to
refuse. He will learn to hand-craft beautiful volumes, and within each he will capture something unique and extraordinary: a
memory. If there's something you want to forget, he can help. Your past will be stored safely in a book and you will never
remember your secret, however terrible. In a vault under his mentor's workshop, row upon row of books - and memories are meticulously stored and recorded. Then one day Emmett makes an astonishing discovery: one of them has his name on
it

Cast On, Bind Off
Book Design Made Simple gives DIY authors, small presses, and graphic designers-novices and experts alike-the power to
design their own books. It's the first comprehensive book of its kind, explaining every step from installing Adobe�
InDesign� right through to sending the files to press. For those who want to design their own books but have little idea how
to proceed, Book Design Made Simple is a semester of book design instruction plus a publishing class rolled into one. Let
two experts guide you through the process with easy step-by-step instructions, resulting in a professional-looking topquality book

The Triple Bind
Follows a group of six kids stranded on a deserted island as they embark on a quest for survival that tests their limits.

We Are the Weather
The search for the perfect cast on and bind off is over! Now, in one extraordinary book, have at your fingertips more than
120 ways to cast on and more than 80 ways to bind off. This beautifully organized treasury is ideal for all skill levels. Find
each technique presented with step-by-step written instructions, clear how-to illustrations, and a photo of the finished edge
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Learn the advantages and disadvantages of each method, including suggestions for when to use it Discover workhorse and
specialty cast ons and bind offs for colorwork, cuffs, ruffles, fringe, lace buttonholes, and more

Leaps of Faith
The Odyssey of Homer
Newly released from prison, Brynn Taylor is determined to find her father, a man she's never met. Her only clue to his
whereabouts is an address she finds in a rare volume of Jane Austen's "Sense & Sensibility" which he inscribed to her years
ago. Armed with a bus ticket, a backpack, and her grandfather's gun, her search leads her to Elk Valley, Colorado where her
plans and her life begin to unravel.

Making Handmade Books
The Merchant of Venice has been performed more often than any other comedy by Shakespeare. Molly Mahood pays
special attention to the expectations of the play's first audience, and to our modern experience of seeing and hearing the
play. In a substantial new addition to the Introduction, Charles Edelman focuses on the play's sexual politics and recent
scholarship devoted to the position of Jews in Shakespeare's time. He surveys the international scope and diversity of
theatrical interpretations of The Merchant in the 1980s and 1990s and their different ways of tackling the troubling figure of
Shylock.

Odd Girl Out
Get ready to enter a world of ponies, magic, and friendship with this bind-up that contains 3 books in 1! On an enchanted
island, far, far away, princess ponies can talk and play. Eight golden horseshoes give the ponies their magic, but when the
shoes go missing from the castle, only a true pony lover can save the princesses and their home. Human girl Pippa loves
ponies, but she's never had one of her own. Then one summer day, magical seahorses take Pippa to an island where ponies
can talk. The first pony she meets is Princess Stardust and they become friends right away. When Pippa learns about the
missing horseshoes, she wants to help save the pony island. Can Pippa and Stardust work together to find the golden
horseshoes? This bind-up includes the first three books in the delightful Princess Ponies series--A Magical Friend, A Dream
Come True, and The Special Secret.
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Shipwreck
New York Times Bestseller A Summer Reading Pick for President Barack Obama, Bill Gates, and Mark Zuckerberg From a
renowned historian comes a groundbreaking narrative of humanity’s creation and evolution—a #1 international
bestseller—that explores the ways in which biology and history have defined us and enhanced our understanding of what it
means to be “human.” One hundred thousand years ago, at least six different species of humans inhabited Earth. Yet today
there is only one—homo sapiens. What happened to the others? And what may happen to us? Most books about the history
of humanity pursue either a historical or a biological approach, but Dr. Yuval Noah Harari breaks the mold with this highly
original book that begins about 70,000 years ago with the appearance of modern cognition. From examining the role
evolving humans have played in the global ecosystem to charting the rise of empires, Sapiens integrates history and
science to reconsider accepted narratives, connect past developments with contemporary concerns, and examine specific
events within the context of larger ideas. Dr. Harari also compels us to look ahead, because over the last few decades
humans have begun to bend laws of natural selection that have governed life for the past four billion years. We are
acquiring the ability to design not only the world around us, but also ourselves. Where is this leading us, and what do we
want to become? Featuring 27 photographs, 6 maps, and 25 illustrations/diagrams, this provocative and insightful work is
sure to spark debate and is essential reading for aficionados of Jared Diamond, James Gleick, Matt Ridley, Robert Wright,
and Sharon Moalem.

The Triple Bind
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the stars of the Netflix series Get Organized with The Home Edit (with a serious fan
club that includes Reese Witherspoon, Gwyneth Paltrow, and Mindy Kaling), here is an accessible, room-by-room guide to
establishing new order in your home. Believe this: every single space in your house has the potential to function efficiently
and look great. The mishmash of summer and winter clothes in the closet? Yep. Even the dreaded junk drawer? Consider it
done. And the best news: it’s not hard to do—in fact, it's a lot of fun. From the home organizers who made their orderly eye
candy the method that everyone swears by comes Joanna and Clea’s signature approach to decluttering. The Home Edit
walks you through paring down your belongings in every room, arranging them in a stunning and easy-to-find way (hello,
labels!), and maintaining the system so you don't need another do-over in six months. When you're done, you'll not only
know exactly where to find things, but you'll also love the way it looks. A masterclass and look book in one, The Home Edit
is filled with bright photographs and detailed tips, from placing plastic dishware in a drawer where little hands can reach to
categorizing pantry items by color (there's nothing like a little ROYGBIV to soothe the soul). Above all, it's like having your
best friends at your side to help you turn the chaos into calm. PLEASE NOTE: The paperback includes a starter set of labels
for your refrigerator; the ebook and audiobook include a link to download and print the labels from a computer (you will
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need 8-1/2 x 11-inch clear repositionable sticker project paper, such as Avery 4397). Featured in Glamour's 10 Books to
Help You Live Your Best Life

Bind Up the Testimony
Debunks myths and misconceptions about ADHD, and discusses the controversies surrounding skyrocketing rates of
diagnosis and medication treatment as well as the condition's cost to society.

The Last Wish
Enter a land of magical ponies in this chapter book series that features illustrations throughout! On an enchanted island far,
far away, princess ponies can talk and play. Eight golden horseshoes give the ponies their magic, but when the shoes go
missing from the castle, only a true pony lover can save the princesses and their home. Pippa loves ponies, but she's never
had one of her own. Then one summer day, magical seahorses take Pippa to an island where ponies can talk. The first pony
she meets is Princess Stardust and they become friends right away. When Pippa learns about the missing horseshoes, she
wants to help save the pony island. But Stardust is a trouble maker and she just wants to play. Can Pippa and Stardust work
together to find the golden horseshoes? Don't miss all of the books in the Princess Ponies series: A Magical Friend A Dream
Come True The Special Secret A Unicorn Adventure! An Amazing Rescue Best Friends Forever! A Special Surprise A Singing
Star

Sapiens
Rates of diagnosis of attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are skyrocketing, throughout America and the rest of
the world. U.S. rates of youth diagnosis have increased 40% from just a decade ago. Adults with ADHD are now the fastestgrowing segment of the population receiving diagnosis and medication. The disorder is painful and sometimes disabling for
individuals and tremendously costly for society; yet, widespread misinformation, skepticism, and unanswered questions
have jeopardized effective diagnosis and treatment. Researched and written by Stephen Hinshaw, an international expert
on ADHD, and Katherine Ellison, a Pulitzer-Prize winning journalist and author, ADHD: What Everyone Needs to Know® is
the go-to book for authoritative, current, accurate, and compelling information about the global ADHD epidemic. This book
addresses questions such as: · Is ADHD a genuine medical condition or a means of pathologizing active and exploratory
behavior? · Do medications for ADHD serve as needed treatments, or are they attempts at social control, designed to
bolster profits of pharmaceutical firms? · Has the ADHD label become a ruse by which parents can game the educational
system for accommodations? · How do symptoms and impairments related to ADHD differ between girls and women and
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boys and men? · Why are ADHD medications often used as performance enhancers by college and high-school students?
ADHD: What Everyone Needs to Know® clears the air of the most polarizing and misleading information that abounds,
providing straight talk and sound guidelines for educators, policymakers, health professionals, parents, and the general
public. It shows the reality of ADHD but does not ignore the forces that have pushed up rates of diagnosis to alarmingly
high levels.

The Hitch
Identifies the subtle means by which girls behave aggressively toward one another and examines specific behaviors while
explaining the importance of enabling girls to express anger and resolve conflicts.
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